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About
NFE

We are an energy transition company
We build critical energy infrastructure where it’s needed most.
Today, we help customers replace oil with natural gas.
Tomorrow, we’ll help them replace gas with emission-free hydrogen.

Our transition approach
Today:

Tomorrow:

Future:

The world relies heavily on
oil-based fuels

Cleaner natural gas replaces
oil-based fuels

Zero-emission hydrogen
replaces natural gas

Many places around the
world lack access to cleaner
energy sources, like natural
gas and renewables

We’re helping the world
transition from oil-based fuels
to natural gas, a cleaner, more
affordable alternative that’s
making a difference today

We’re working to change that starting today

>60 %

of the world’s energy
comes from oil & coal
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Natural gas is also the perfect
complement to renewables

natural gas

renewables

We aim to transition from natural
gas to zero-emission hydrogen
Hydrogen can replace natural gas
for power generation, transportation
and other applications
Coupled with renewables and
batteries, zero-emission hydrogen is
the key to a 100% clean energy future

hydrogen

renewables

batteries

Our Operations
& Developements

Ireland Office /
Shannon Technology
& Energy Park (STEP)

New York Office

10+
8

Miami Office
Mexico Facility/
Power Plant
Mexico City Office
Nicaragua Facility /
Power Plant

Puerto Rico
Office / Facility
Barcarena
Facility / Power Plant
Suape Facility /
Power Plant

Jamaica Office /
Facilities /
Power Plant
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countries with
operations &
developments
local &
regional
offices
LNG import
facilities
power
plants

Sergipe Facility /
Power Plant
Rio de Janeiro Office
Regional Offices
Facilities

Santa Catarina Facility

Power Plants
Under Developement
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What is Shannon Technology
& Energy Park (STEP)?

We’re proposing to
develop a 600 MW
CCGT power plant,
a 120 MW battery
energy storage system
and a gas terminal

Assets & Permits:

Obtained planning
permission for pipeline
to national grid
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Secured 99-year
foreshore leases
and licenses

Secured Wayleave
agreement with all
landowners on
26km route

Purchased site
to connect to
national grid

Completed extensive
studies and site
investigations

400+ acre zoned
industrial land
bank available

STEP has been designated as Strategic Infrastructure
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Supporting Ireland’s
Energy Transition

STEP will provide critical support
to the build-out of renewables
The Climate Action Plan includes generating 70% of
electricity from renewable sources by 2030. However,
renewable generation is weather-dependent, and output
fluctuates dramatically.

600MW CCGT power plant
will be the most modern
and efficient technology

As the Climate Action Plan also calls for phasing out
peat and coal entirely, the gap between demand and
renewable generation must be filled by gas.

Fast acting with very low
minimum stable generation

Generation by fuel type – 2020
GWh per month in 2020
2000

GWh

1500

Battery provides the
ultra fast response system
services that a 70% RES
grid requires

Will be dispatched ahead
of older, less efficient and
higher emitting plant
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Coal
Co-fired Peat & Biomass
Oil
Other Renewables
Wastes
Hydro
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STEP will be ideally
suited to enabe
intermittent RES:

Natural Gas
Wind

Terminal backs up and
secures the gas grid, which
is essential in all pathways
to zero emissions

Securing Ireland’s
Energy Future

Gas is an essential transition fuel for Ireland
as we move to a fully decarbonised energy
system. Gas-fired generation will play a pivotal
role in underpinning electricity security of supply
and the secure electrification of heating and
transport. As Corrib gas is in decline and in
the absence of new indigenous production,
we will be increasingly dependent on imports
from the UK via our existing interconnectors.
Implementing a strategy to decarbonise gas
and ensuring secure and diverse supplies and
supply routes for gas will be a key priority,
noting that an increasing proportion of this
could be indigenous biomethane and, in time,
green hydrogen.”
CRU Commissioner MacEvilly
Testimony to Joint Committee on
Environment and Climate Action debate

Our facility will address
Ireland’s security of
supply concerns
STEP will deliver an entirely
new and separate gas supply
point with the capacity to meet
Ireland’s gas demand
In the event of a disruption
in supply from the UK it will
allow Ireland to maintain
electricity production
It will provide access to
international gas markets
introducing more competition
to the Irish gas market
It will enable Ireland to meet
the EU Commission’s N-1
Security of Supply standard
It will address the Irish
Government’s risk of
Disruption to Energy Supply
as identified in its 2021
National Risk Assessment
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A STEP
toward Zero

STEP will also help lead the
transition to a zero-carbon
future for Ireland
Our vision is to integrate offshore renewable power and
green hydrogen within our facility in order to transition from
natural gas to zero-carbon energy over time.

The CCGT power plant
can operate at 50% H2
blend by design
The Power Plant & Terminal can transition to
hydrogen gas (subject to necessary permits)
once the technology, public policy and supply
chains are fully developed.
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Hydrogen is a
significant part of
all pathways that
lead to net-zero
carbon by 2050

Supporting a
Green Ireland

STEP is consistent with CRU,
Eirgrid and GNI scenarios for
creating a carbon-free Ireland
Eirgrid’s Tomorrow’s
Energy Scenarios (TES) 2019

Commission for Regulation
of Utilities (CRU) statement

GNI’s Vision 2050
(GNI, 2019)

Tomorrow’s Energy Scenarios (TES)
outlines possible future pathways for
the electricity system:

“It is not beyond the bounds of
commercial or technical possibility that
gas terminals that would help us to
supply security and diversity of supply
could not also be designed to be
converted over time to using hydrogen
or other molecules and not just straight
up natural gas.”

GNI’s Vision 2050 document describes
how the Irish gas network will evolve to
become net-zero carbon by 2050. This
ambition is set to be achieved by two
core methods:

• TES proposes scenarios reaching
		 the 70% RES-E target by 2030 and
		 carbon neutrality in the electricity
		 system by 2040
• All TES scenario requires new 		
		 investment in natural gas 		
		 fired generation

Commissioner Jim Gannon
Testimony to Joint Committee
on Environment and Climate
Action debate

• The injection of 50% zero and
		 net-zero carbon gas (such as 		
		 biomethane and green hydrogen)
		 into the network to displace half
		 the natural gas required to meet
		 customer demand
• The use of carbon capture 		
		 and storage technology 		
		 to abate the remaining emissions
		 from the consumption of gas in
		 the power generation sector and
		 by large industry
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Strategic
Location

STEP is ideally located
to serve as a renewables
gateway into Ireland

Offshore wind
landing location
for offshore wind
in the Atlantic

Back-up power
high voltage (400kv)
electrical transmission
system only 5km away

Gas network
only 26km from
Ireland’s gas
pipeline network

Fibre access
access to fibre just
60km from site

Back-up
power

Shannon
Airport

ESB Moneypoint

Sub-sea fibre

Limerick City

GNI pipeline network
(net zero by 2050)
STEP

Offshore
Renewables
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Renewable
Energy

Fibre

Multi-Use
Decarbonization

STEP will offer
multiple opportunities
for decarbonisation

renewable
energy supply

Offshore wind and
onshore solar power
can be*:
Fed into the
power grid
Used onsite
to decarbonize
the CCGT and
data centres

STEP
power grid

CCGT & data centres

Used to generate
green hydrogen
for use onsite &
for long-term
energy storage
green hydrogen
*Subject to new permits and the implementation of
the required policies and associated supply chains.
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NFE’s Path
to Zero

Talk to every
hydrogen company
we can

We are already
working towards a
net-zero future
Established in 2020, our Zero division
is tasked with transforming NFE into
one of the world’s leading providers of
carbon-free power by replacing natural
gas with zero-emission hydrogen.
Zero is investing in and deploying
emerging hydrogen production
technologies that promise to lower
the cost of zero-emission hydrogen to
around $1 per kilogram — comparable
to the cost of fossil fuels.

Identify the most promising
hydrogen production
technologies (traditional and
non-traditional) for reaching
$1/kg zero-emission hydrogen

How we get to

Invest in these
technologies to help
them scale up

™

Build proofs
of concept

Integrate into
our operations
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Case Study
Long Ridge Energy Terminal
Our Zero division is partnering with Long Ridge Energy Terminal and
General Electric (GE) Gas and Power to help transition Long Ridge’s
485-MW combined-cycle power plant in Hannibal, Ohio, to run
on carbon-free hydrogen. By the end of 2021, Long Ridge plans to
produce carbon-free power by blending hydrogen into the natural
gas that fuels the plant. Zero will support the transition by scaling
up novel technologies that can produce low-cost zero-emission
hydrogen. Over the next decade, Zero will work with GE to ensure
the plant can burn 100% hydrogen. With commercial operations
planned for November 2021, Long Ridge will be the country’s first
purpose-built hydrogen-burning power plant and the world’s first
to blend hydrogen in a GE H-class gas turbine.

Case Study
H2Pro
In October 2020, our Zero division announced
its first investment into a green hydrogen
production technology company, H2Pro.
Zero will support demonstration projects and
commercialization of this innovative partner’s
novel, efficient, low-cost green hydrogen
production technology. H2Pro’s E-TAC
(Electrochemical-Thermally Activated Chemical)
technology uses renewable energy to split water
into hydrogen and oxygen in two phases. Created
by scientists at the Israel Institute of Technology,
this 95%-efficient process produces hydrogen
using nearly 30% less renewable electricity than
other leading electrolysis technologies. H2Pro is
designing modular, scalable systems that rely less
on electricity, are membrane-free, do not require
precious metals, and can operate at high pressure,
dramatically reducing production costs.

Phase 1

Phase 2

Power on

Power off

Hydrogen is generated

Oxygen is released

H2
Electrolyte
temp 25˚C

Electrolyte
temp 95˚C

Cathode
4H2O+4e–

4OH– + 2H2

Anode(Nickel based)
{Ni(OH)2 + OH–

Ni(OH)2

Cathode

+

NiOOH + H2O + e–}×4

NiOOH

O2
Anode(Nickel based)
4NiOOH + 2H2O4

NiOOH

+

Ni( OH)2 + O2

Ni(OH)2
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NFE’s
Commitment

We are committed to sustainability
and protecting the environment.
We believe in making a significant impact today while planning for a zero-carbon future.
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Our
Founder

We envision a world in which
everyone, everywhere has
access to affordable, 100%
clean energy. Protecting our
environment and expanding
energy access shouldn’t be
conflicting goals. Our mission
is to transform NFE into one of
the world’s leading providers of
carbon-free power by replacing
fossil fuels with affordable
zero-emission hydrogen.”

— Wes Edens,
Founder & CEO
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newfortressenergy.com

